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Introduction to 'Kinect-v2 Examples with MS-SDK' v2.20 On-line
Documentation

This is the on-line documentation of "Kinect-v2 Examples with MS-SDK" (or K2-asset for short). It describes the
demo scenes in the package, the general-purpose components in KinectScripts, as well as the demo-specific
components, used by the demo scenes. The component documentation includes description of the respective
component and short descriptions of its public properties, as well.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

Short Descriptions of the Demo Scenes

Here are the short descriptions of the available demo scenes, along with the major components they utilize and
demonstrate.

Scene: Description:
AvatarsDemo /
KinectAvatarsDemo1

It shows two avatars controlled by the user, from third person perspective. The scene
utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
AvatarController-components to control each of the two avatar, as well as
KinectGestures and SimpleGestureListener-components to provide gesture detection.

AvatarsDemo /
KinectAvatarsDemo2

This demonstrates the avatar control from first-person perspective. The scene utilizes
the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
FacetrackingManager-component to get more precise head-orientation data, and
AvatarController-component to control the avatar.

AvatarsDemo /
KinectAvatarsDemo3

This scene utilizes the AvatarControllerClassic-component (to control the upper body
only), and offset node to make the avatar motion relative to game object. The scene
utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, and
AvatarControllerClassic-component to control only the upper body of the avatar.

AvatarsDemo /
KinectAvatarsDemo4

This demo shows how to instantiate and remove avatars in the scene, to match the
users in front of the camera. It utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the
sensor and data, UserAvatarMatcher-component to instantiate and remove the
avatars in the scene as the users come and go, as well as AvatarController-
components to control each of the instantiated avatars.

BackgroundRemovalDemo
/
KinectBackgroundRemoval
1

Demonstrates the Kinect background removal functionality, i.e. how to cut out the
user body silhouettes only. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to
manage the sensor and data, and BackgroundRemovalManager-component to
manage the background removal and display the foreground image (i.e. the cut-out
silhouettes) on the main camera GUI layer.

BackgroundRemovalDemo
/
KinectBackgroundRemoval
2

Shows how to set the user silhouettes as a 2nd background layer and put 3D-objects
behind it, or in front of it. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage
the sensor and data, BackgroundRemovalManager-component to manage the
background removal, and ForegroundToImage-component to set the texture of
BackgroundImage2. This scene also utilizes the FacetrackingManager-component to
get precise head-position data, as well as ModelHatController-component to move the
halo along with the user's head.

BackgroundRemovalDemo
/
KinectBackgroundRemoval
3

Here you can see how to utilize a separate layer and camera, to display objects and
image effects "behind" the user silhouettes. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, BackgroundRemovalManager-component
to manage the background removal, and ForegroundBlender-component to blend the
background and foreground textures.

BackgroundRemovalDemo
/
KinectBackgroundRemoval
4

Here the result of background removal gets inverted. The user silhouettes are
transparent, while the Kinect-captured background is visible. The scene utilizes the
KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
BackgroundRemovalManager-component to manage the background removal, and
optionally ForegroundBlender-component to blend the background and foreground
textures (for Kinect-v1).

BackgroundRemovalDemo This demo adds depth to the background removal image. The user silhouette moves

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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/
KinectBackgroundRemoval
5

around in the scene, according to user's position in front of the sensor. The scene
utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
BackgroundRemovalManager-component to manage the background removal,
ForegroundToRenderer-component to set the texture of UserImage-object, as well as
UserPlaneMover-component to move the UserImage-object in the scene.

BlobDetectionDemo /
BlobDetectionDemo

The blob-detection demo shows how to detect blobs (compact areas) of pixels in the
raw depth image, within the min/max distance configured for the sensor. It utilizes the
KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data and BlobDetector-
component to detect the blobs in the raw depth image, coming from the sensor.

ColliderDemo /
ColorColliderDemo

Demonstrates ‘virtual touchʼ triggers between the user hands and scene objects. The
scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
HandColorOverlayer-component to move the hand overlaying hand-spheres with
colliders, and JumpTrigger-component that makes the colliding objects jump. These
hand spheres trigger collisions with the other on-scene objects.

ColliderDemo /
DepthColliderDemo2D

It shows how your silhouette can interact with virtual objects in a 2D-scene. The
scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
DepthSpriteViewer-component to display the depth image and create the overlaying
skeleton colliders, and EggSpawner-component to spawn the virtual objects (spheres)
in the scene.

ColliderDemo /
DepthColliderDemo3D

It shows how your silhouette can interact with virtual objects in a 3D-scene. The
scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
DepthImageViewer-component to display the depth image and create the overlaying
skeleton colliders, and EggSpawner-component to spawn the virtual objects (eggs) in
the scene.

ColliderDemo /
SkeletonColliderDemo

This scene shows how the userʼs skeleton can interact with virtual objects in the
scene. It utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
SkeletonCollider-component to display the userʼs skeleton and create bone colliders,
and BallSpawner-component to spawn virtual objects in the scene.

FaceTrackingDemo /
KinectFaceTrackingDemo1

Shows how the Kinect-generated face model (textured or not) can be controlled and
optionally overlay the real user face on screen. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, FacetrackingManager-component to
control the face model, and SetBackgroundImage-component to display the color
camera feed on BackgroundImage.

FaceTrackingDemo /
KinectFaceTrackingDemo2

Demonstrates how to move a virtual object (hat) along with the user's head. The
scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
FacetrackingManager-component to get precise head position and orientation data,
ModelHatController-component to control the virtual object's transform, and
SetBackgroundImage-component to display the color camera feed on
BackgroundImage.

FaceTrackingDemo /
KinectFaceTrackingDemo3

It textures an object in the scene with the user face. As a result, the user's head
replaces the modelʼs head in the scene. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, FacetrackingManager-component to get
precise head position data, BackgroundRemovalManager to create user image with
blurred edges, and SetFaceTexture-component to display the face image.

FaceTrackingDemo /
KinectFaceTrackingDemo4

Shows how a rigged head model can overlay the real user face on screen. It also
controls the face expressions of the rigged model, according to the tracked face
animation units (AU). The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage
the sensor and data, FacetrackingManager-component to manage the head and face
data, ModelFaceController-component to control the rigged face model, and
SetBackgroundImage-component to display the color camera feed on
BackgroundImage.

FaceTrackingDemo /
KinectFaceTrackingDemo5

It shows how to overlay a tracked face point with a virtual object. The scene utilizes
the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
FacetrackingManager-component to manage the head and face data and
FacePointOverlayer to overlay a tracked face point with virtual object.

FittingRoomDemo /
KinectFittingRoom1

This is the primary dressing room demo-scene. It demonstrates the use of calibration
pose, model overlay and blending with color camera feed, as well as interaction with
Unity UI and making pictures. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to
manage the sensor and data, KinectGestures-component to detect user gestures,
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InteractionManager-component to manage the user interactions with UI,
InteractionInputModule to convey the user interactions to Unity event system,
OverlayController-component to display the color camera feed on BackgroundImage,
CategorySelector-component to manage model categories, ModelSelector-component
to manage model menu population and model selection, PhotoShooter-component to
manage photo shooting, and UserBodyBlender-component to blend the clothing
model with the color camera feed. There are two optional components to detect user's
age and gender in order to list appropriate clothing categories only -
CloudFaceManager and CloudFaceDetector.

FittingRoomDemo /
KinectFittingRoom2

This is the second dressing room demo-scene. It shows how a general humanoid
model (like Ironman, Cinderella, Ninja turtle, etc.) can overlay user's body on screen.
The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
KinectGestures-component to detect user gestures, AvatarController-component to
control the model, AvatarScaler-component to scale the model according to user
dimensions, OverlayController-component to display the color camera feed on
BackgroundImage, and optionally UserBodyBlender-component to blend the
humanoid model with the color camera feed.

GesturesDemo /
KinectGesturesDemo1

Demonstrates the detection of discrete gestures (hand swipes here), used to control
a presentation cube. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the
sensor and data, KinectGestures-component to detect user gestures,
CubeGestureListener-component to set up and listen for swipe-gestures, and
CubePresentationScript-component to control the presentation cube.

GesturesDemo /
KinectGesturesDemo2

Demonstrates the detection of continuous gestures (wheel, zoom-out & zoom-in
here), used to rotate and zoom 3D model. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, KinectGestures-component to detect
user gestures, ModelGestureListener-component to set up and listen for wheel and
zoom gestures, and ModelPresentationScript-component to control the 3D model in
the scene.

GesturesDemo /
VisualGesturesDemo

Here you can see how to detect and use the visual gestures (Seated-gesture here),
i.e. the ones created with the Visual Gesture Builder. The scene utilizes the
KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, VisualGestureManager-
component to detect visual gestures, and SimpleVisualGestureListener-component to
listen for the detected discrete and continuous visual gestures.

InteractionDemo /
KinectInteractionDemo1

It demonstrates the hand cursor control and hand interactions, in means of grips,
releases, presses & clicks. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to
manage the sensor and data, InteractionManager-component to manage the hand
cursor and user interactions, GrabDropScript-component to control (drag & drop)
virtual objects in the scene, and InteractionInputModule to convey the user
interactions to Unity event system.

InteractionDemo /
KinectInteractionDemo2

Shows how to use hand interactions to grip and turn a virtual object in all directions.
The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
InteractionManager-component to manage the hand cursor and user interactions, and
GrabRotateScript-component to grip and turn the HandleObject in the scene.

KinectDataServer /
KinectDataServer

This is not demo scene, but the Kinect data server, used in combination with the
KinectDataClient-component in all demo scenes of the ‘Kinect-v2 VR Examplesʼ-
package. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor
and data, KinectDataServer-component to manage the client-server communication
over the network, VisualGestureManager-component to detect visual gestures, and
SpeechManager to manage the Kinect speech recognition.

KinectDataServer /
NetworkAvatarDemo1

This scene demonstrates how to use the network-client sensor (in combination with
KinectDataServer), to remotely control the avatars in the scene. It utilizes the
KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, KinectDataClient-
component to receive the remote sensor's data from the server over the network, and
UserAvatarMatcher-component to instantiate and remove the avatars in the scene.

KinectDataServer /
NetworkAvatarDemo2

This scene show how to use the network-client sensor (in combination with
KinectDataServer), to control the user's own avatar in the scene. It utilizes the
KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, KinectDataClient-
component to receive the remote sensor's data from the server over the network,
AvatarController-component to control the avatar and AvatarScaler to scale the avatar
in the scene.
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MocapAnimatorDemo /
MocapAnimatorDemo

The Mocap-animator scene provides a simple tool to capture the user's motion as
Unity animation. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the
sensor and data, MocapRecorder-component to capture and record the user's
motions as Unity animation asset, MocapPlayer-component to play the recorded
animation on a humanoid model and AvatarController-component to provide the
motion data.

MovieSequenceDemo /
KinectMovieDemo

This demo scene shows how to control a set of movie frames with the user position in
front of the sensor, just producing a short forward and backward playing video. The
scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, and
UserMovieSequence-component to set the current movie frame, according to the
current user position.

MultiSceneDemo / Scene0-
StartupScene, Scene1-
AvatarsDemo & Scene2-
GesturesDemo

Demonstrates how to use the KinectManager and other Kinect-related components
across multiple scenes. This set of scenes utilizes the KinectManager-component to
manage the sensor and data, KinectGestures-component to detect user gestures,
LoadFirstLevel-component in the startup scene to load the first real scene,
LoadLevelWithDelay-component in the real scenes to cycle between scenes, and
LocateAvatarsAndGestureListeners-component to refresh the lists of KinectManager
for the current scene. Other Kinect-related components like AvatarController,
InteractionManager and KinectGestures are utilized in the real scenes (1 & 2), but
they are related to the respective scene specifics, and not to using the single
KinectManager across multiple scenes.

OverlayDemo /
KinectOverlayDemo1

It is the basic joint-overlay demo, showing how a virtual ball overlays the right hand of
the user on screen. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the
sensor and data, and JointOverlayer-component to overlay the given body joint of the
tracked user with the given virtual object, and optionally display the color camera feed
on scene background.

OverlayDemo /
KinectOverlayDemo2

This is a skeleton overlay demo, with green balls overlaying the body joints, and lines
between them representing the bones. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, and SkeletonOverlayer-component to
overlay the body joints of the tracked user with the given objects and lines between
them, and optionally display the color camera feed on scene background.

OverlayDemo /
KinectOverlayDemo3

This is a simple ‘draw-in-the-airʼ application, by utilizing hand grips and releases and
overlaying hand positions with lines. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, InteractionManager-component to
manage the user interactions, HandOverlayer-component to overlay the hand cursor
over the user's hand, and LinePainter-component to draw a line while the user's hand
is closed.

OverlayDemo /
KinectPhotoBooth

This is a photo-booth application demo, courtesy of Sophiya Siraj. It uses swipe
gestures to change the 2D-models overlaying the user on screen. The scene utilizes
the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, JointOverlayer-
components to overlay the body joints of the tracked user with virtual objects,
KinectGestures-component to detect user gestures, InteractionManager-component
to manage user interactions, PhotoBoothController to control the changes of the
overlaying models, and PhotoShooter-component to manage photo shooting.

PhysicsDemo /
KinectPhysicsDemo

This is a ball-physics demo, where the user can raise his hand to get a virtual ball on
screen, then throw it to the barrel in the scene. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, ProjectorCamera-component to apply
projector and BallController-component to control the ball state and physics in the
scene.

ProjectorDemo /
KinectProjectorDemo

This is a basic projector-overlay demo, where the skeleton displayed by the projector
should overlay the tracked user's body in front of the sensor. The skeleton may be
replaced with a humanoid model, controlled by AvatarController and AvatarScaler-
components. The projector needs to be calibrated first - see this tip. The scene
utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
ProjectorCamera-component to match the projector's point of view in the room setup,
and SkeletonProjection-component to display the user's skeleton overlay.

RecorderDemo /
KinectRecorderDemo

This is a simple body-data recorder and player, controlled by voice commands or key
presses. The recorded body-data files may be replayed later on the same or other
machine, without physical sensor connected. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, FacetrackingManager-component to get

https://rfilkov.com/2015/01/25/kinect-v2-tips-tricks-examples/#t34
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the precise head position, SpeechManager to manage the Kinect speech recognition,
KinectRecorderPlayer-component to manage the body data recording and replaying
to/from a file, KinectPlayerController-component to process the voice commands and
key presses, and CubemanController-components to visualize the captured body data
of the tracked users on the Cubeman-objects in the scene.

SpeechRecognitionDemo /
KinectSpeechRecognition

Demonstrates how a grammar of preconfigured voice commands can be used to
control a virtual robot on screen. The grammar file ‘SpeechGrammar.grxmlʼ is located
in the Assets/Resources-folder. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to
manage the sensor and data, SpeechManager to manage the Kinect speech
recognition, BotControlScript-component to process the recognized voice commands
and control the robot, and GameControlScript-component to create the fence and
display the list of voice commands.

VariousDemos /
KinectAudioTracker

This is a very simple demo, whose only purpose is to show the direction of the
detected audio source, in means of audio-beam angle with respect to the sensor. The
scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, and
KinectAudioTracker-component to estimate the detected audio beam angle, as well as
its confidence.

VariousDemos /
KinectHandObjectChecker

It shows how the sensor can detect an object in user's hands, for instance a book in
the user passes between his hands. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, BackgroundDepthImage-component to
display the depth image on scene background, and HandObjectChecker-component
to check for objects in user's hands.

VariousDemos /
KinectHeightEstimator

This is a simple user-body measuring tool. It uses the depth image to estimate the
user height and several other body measures. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-
component to manage the sensor and data, BodySlicer-component to estimate the
user height and other body measures, and HeightEstimator-component to visualize
the detected user height and body measures.

VariousDemos /
KinectHolographicViewer

This is simple holographic-view demo, courtesy of Davy Loots. It changes the camera
projection matrix, according to viewer's position in front of the sensor. The scene
utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data, and
SimpleHolographicCamera-component to manage the camera projection matrix based
on viewer's position.

VariousDemos /
KinectPoseDetector

This is simple pose-detection demo. It calculates the differences between the bone
orientations of the model and the user and estimates the pose matching factor. The
scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
PoseDetectorScript-component to estimate the pose-matching factor,
PoseModelHelper-component to provide the bone orientation data for each model,
and AvatarController-component to control the user's avatar model.

VisualizerDemo /
KinectSceneVisualizer

Converts the real environment, as seen by the sensor, to a mesh and overlays the
color camera feed with it. The scene utilizes the KinectManager-component to
manage the sensor and data, BackgroundColorImage-component to display the color
camera feed on scene background, SceneMeshVisualizer-component to convert the
real environment to a mesh, and MousePointOverlayer-component is a tool that puts
a virtual object (ball) in the scene, at the position where the user clicks with the
mouse.

VisualizerDemo /
KinectUserVisualizer

Converts the user body, as seen by the sensor, to a mesh and puts it into the scene.
This way the user can interact with the other virtual objects in the scene. The scene
utilizes the KinectManager-component to manage the sensor and data,
BackgroundRemovalManager-component to manage the background removal and
smooth the edges of detected bodies, UserMeshVisualizer-component to convert the
user body to a mesh, PointmanController-component to control the Pointman-object in
the scene (used for collision detection), and BallSpawner-component to spawn virtual
objects (balls and cubes) in the scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create cross-platform Qt Help files

Script Components provided by the K2-asset

The K2-asset provides general-purpose script components in the KinectScripts-folder, as well as demo-specific
components in the respective 'Scripts' sub-folder of KinectDemos/<demo-name>-folder. You can reuse all provided

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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scripts components in your own Unity projects. To reuse the general-purpose components, you need the
KinectScripts-folder copied to your project. To do it, follow these steps:

1.Copy folder ‘KinectScriptsʼ from the Assets-folder of the package to the Assets-folder of your project. This folder
contains the general-purpose components, filters and interfaces.

2.Copy folder ‘Resourcesʼ from the Assets-folder of the package to the Assets-folder of your project. This folder
contains all needed libraries and resources. You can skip copying the libraries you don't want to use (for
instance the 32-bit libraries or KinectV1-libraries).

3.Copy folder ‘Standard Assetsʼ from the Assets-folder of the package to the Assets-folder of your project. It
contains the MS-wrapper classes for Kinect-v2. 

To reuse demo-specific script components, copy the respective scripts to the 'Scripts' sub-folders of your Unity
project. Please mind you still need to have the KinectScripts-folder copied to your project, because the
KinectManager-component is always required. It must exist in the scene, in order all other Kinect-related components
to work properly.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create HTML Help documents

General-Purpose Script Components

Here are the short descriptions of the general-purpose components. For detailed description of each component and
its properties, select the component in the menu. Please mind all Kinect-related components need the
KinectManager-component in the scene, as well. The KinectManager persists across the scene. To avoid having
multiple KinectManager instances in the scene, see 'Howto-Use-KinectManager-Across-Multiple-Scenes.pdf'-manual
in the _Readme-folder of the K2-asset.

Component: Description:
AvatarController AvatarController is the component that transfers the Kinect-captured user motion to the

humanoid model, whose component it is.
AvatarControllerClassi
c

AvatarControllerClassic is an alternative of the AvatarController-component, and allows
manual mapping of the model's joints to the body joints, tracked by the sensor.

AvatarScaler AvatarScaler is the component that scales the humanoid model's body, according to the
body dimensions of the tracked user.

BackgroundColorImag
e

BackgroundColorImage is component that displays the color camera feed on GUI texture,
usually used as scene background.

BackgroundDepthImag
e

BackgroundDepthImage is component that displays the depth camera image on GUI
texture, usually used as scene background.

BackgroundRemovalM
anager

BackgroundRemovalManager is component that controls the Kinect background removal
functionality, i.e. rendering the selected user bodies on transparent background.

BodySlicer Body slicer is component that estimates the user height, as well as several other body
measures, from the depth image data.

FacetrackingManager FaceTrackingManager is the component that controls the head and face tracking of the
tracked users.

HeadMover Head mover is a component that tries to move the avatar, according to the user's head
position.

InteractionInputModule InteractionInputModule is the input module component that may be added as component
to the EventSystem-game object. In combination with the InteractionManager-component
it provides mouse-like interaction with the Unity UI elements.

InteractionManager InteractionManager is component that controls the hand cursor and tracks the hand
interactions of the tracked user, in means of hand grips and releases.

KinectDataClient KinectDataClient is the component that receives the body data from the server over the
network.

KinectDataServer KinectDataServer is the component that sends the body data, received from the
connected sensor, over the network.

KinectGestures KinectGestures is the component that manages and detects all programmatic gestures,
performed by the tracked users. If you have one or more gesture listeners in the scene,
don't forget to add the KinectGestures-component too, in order to detect the user
gestures.

KinectManager KinectManager is the main and the most basic Kinect-related component. It
controls the sensor and polls the data streams. All other components rely on the
data provided by the KinectManager-component.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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KinectRecorderPlayer KinectRecorderPlayer is a component that provides API to record and replay previously
recorded body-frame data files.

PortraitBackground PortraitBackground is component that, when added to color background image and
enabled, sets it to display in portrait mode (9:16 instead of 16:9). The aspect ratio of the
game view should be changed as well, to 9:16 for Kinect-v2 or 3:4 for Kinect-v1.

SpeechManager SpeechManager is the component that controls the Kinect speech recognition, provides
the needed API to check for the detected voice commands, and invokes the available
speech listeners in the scene, when a voice command gets recognized.

VisualGestureManager VisualGestureManager is the component that controls the detection of the visual (VGB)
gestures. It invokes the available visual gesture listeners in the scene, when a visual
gesture gets detected.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Avatar Controller

AvatarController is the component that transfers the Kinect-captured user motion to the humanoid model, whose
component it is.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Mirrored Movement Whether the avatar is facing the player or not.
Vertical Movement Whether the avatar is allowed to move vertically or not.
Horizontal Movement Whether the avatar is allowed to move horizontally or not.
External Root Motion Whether the avatar's root motion is applied by other component or script.
External Head Rotation Whether the head rotation is controlled externally (e.g. by VR-headset).
External Hand Rotation Whether the hand and finger rotations are controlled externally (e.g. by LeapMotion

controller).
Finger Orientations Whether the finger orientations are allowed or not.
Move Rate Rate at which the avatar will move through the scene.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for avatar movements and joint rotations.
Offset Node Game object this transform is relative to (optional).
Pos Relative to Camera If enabled, makes the avatar position relative to this camera to be the same as the player's

position to the sensor.
Pos Rel Overlay Color Whether the avatar's position should match the color image (in Pos-rel-to-camera mode

only).
Grounded Feet Whether the avatar's feet must stick to the ground.
Apply Muscle Limits Whether to apply the humanoid model's muscle limits or not.
Flip Left Right Whether to flip left and right, relative to the sensor.
Horizontal Offset Horizontal offset of the avatar's position with respect to the position of user's spine-base.
Vertical Offset Vertical offset of the avatar's position with respect to the position of user's spine-base.
Forward Offset Forward offset of the avatar's position with respect to the position of user's spine-base.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_avatar_controller.html
https://www.helpndoc.com
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Avatar Controller Classic

AvatarController is the component that transfers the Kinect-captured user motion to the humanoid model, whose
component it is. AvatarControllerClassic is an alternative of the AvatarController-component, and allows manual
mapping of the model's joints to the body joints, tracked by the sensor.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Mirrored Movement Whether the avatar is facing the player or not.
Vertical Movement Whether the avatar is allowed to move vertically or not.
External Root Motion Whether the avatar's root motion is applied by other component or script.
External Head Rotation Whether the avatar's root motion is applied by other component or script.
Finger Orientations Whether the finger orientations are allowed or not.
Move Rate Rate at which the avatar will move through the scene.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for avatar movements and joint rotations.
Offset Node Game object this transform is relative to (optional).
Pos Relative to Camera If enabled, makes the avatar position relative to this camera to be the same as the player's

position to the sensor.
Pos Rel Overlay Color Whether the avatar's position should match the color image (in Pos-rel-to-camera mode

only).
Pos Rel Inverted Z Whether z-axis movement needs to be inverted (Pos-Relative mode only).
Grounded Feet Whether the avatar's feet must stick to the ground.
Apply Muscle Limits Whether to apply the humanoid model's muscle limits or not.
Flip Left Right Whether to flip left and right, relative to the sensor.
Vertical Offset Vertical offset of the avatar's position with respect to the position of user's spine-base.
Forward Offset Forward offset of the avatar's position with respect to the position of user's spine-base.

Hip Center Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Spine Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Shoulder Center Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Neck Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Clavicle Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Shoulder Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Elbow Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
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Hand Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Fingers Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Thumb Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Clavicle Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Shoulder Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Elbow Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Hand Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Fingers Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Thumb Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Hip Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Knee Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Foot Left Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Hip Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Knee Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
Foot Right Avatar transform that will receive the respective user joint orientation.
BodyRoot Avatar transform that will be used for movement, according to the user's position. If not

specified, the top-level transform will be used.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Avatar Scaler

AvatarScaler is the component that scales the humanoid model's body, according to the body dimensions of the
tracked user.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Mirrored Avatar Whether the avatar is facing the player or not.
Body Scale Factor Body scale factor (incl. arms and legs) that may be used for fine tuning of model-scale.
Body Width Factor Body width scale factor that may be used for fine tuning of model-width scale. If set to 0,

the body-scale-factor will be used for both height and width scaling.
Arm Scale Factor Additional scale factor for arms that may be used for fine tuning of model's arm-scale.
Leg Scale Factor Additional scale factor for legs that may be used for fine tuning of model's leg-scale.
Continuous Scaling Whether the scale is updated continuously or just after the calibration pose.
Smooth Factor Scale smoothing factor used in case of continuous scaling.
Foreground Camera Camera used to overlay the model over the background.
Debug Text GUI-Text to display the avatar-scaler debug messages.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Qt Help files

Background Color Image

BackgroundColorImage is component that displays the color camera feed on GUI texture, usually used as scene
background.

https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_avatar_controller_classic.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_avatar_scaler.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce Kindle eBooks easily

Background Depth Image

BackgroundDepthImage is component that displays the depth camera image on GUI texture, usually used as scene
background.

Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the depth image.
Background Camera Camera used to display the background image.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Background-Removal Manager

BackgroundRemovalManager is component that controls the Kinect background removal functionality, i.e. rendering
the selected user bodies on transparent background.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. -1 means all players, 0 - the 1st player

only, 1 - the 2nd player only, etc.
Foreground Camera Camera that may be used to display the foreground texture as GUI texture on the screen.
Color Camera
Resolution

Whether the hi-res (color camera resolution 1920x1080) is to be used for the output
foreground texture. Otherwise the depth camera resolution (512x424) will be used instead.

Compute Body Tex
Only

Whether only the body alpha texture is needed (white user bodies on transparent
background).

Invert Alpha Color
Mask

Whether the color texture will be inverted or not. Leave disabled for silhouettes, enable for
background.

Erode Iterations (Advanced) Number of erode iterations used by the erode/dilate filter.
Dilate Iterations (Advanced) Number of dilate iterations used by the erode/dilate filter.
Debug Text GUI-Text to display the BR-Manager debug messages.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Face-Tracking Manager

https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_background_color_image.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_background_depth_image.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_background_removal_manager.html
https://www.helpndoc.com
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FaceTrackingManager is the component that controls the head and face tracking of the tracked users.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Get Face Model Data Whether to poll the HD-face model data, as well.
Display Face Rect Whether to display the face rectangle over the color camera feed.
Face Tracking
Tolerance

Time tolerance in seconds, when the face may not to be tracked, without considering it
lost.

Face Model Mesh Game object that will be used to display the HD-face model mesh in the scene.
Pause Model Mesh
Updates

Whether to pause the updates of the HD-face model mesh.

Textured Model Mesh How the HD-face model mesh should be textured.
Move Model Mesh Whether to move the face model mesh, according to the user's head position or not.
Foreground Camera Camera used to overlay face mesh over the color background.
Model Mesh Scale Scale factor for the face mesh.
Vertical Mesh Offset Vertical offset of the mesh above the head (in meters).
Debug Text GUI-Text to display the FT-manager debug messages.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Interaction Input Module

InteractionInputModule is the input module component that may be added as component to the EventSystem-game
object. In combination with the InteractionManager-component it provides mouse-like interaction with the Unity UI
elements.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Process Cursor
Movement

Whether to process the hand cursor movements (i.e for hovering ui-elements), or not.

Force Module Active Whether to force module to be active all the time, or not.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Interaction Manager

InteractionManager is component that controls the hand cursor and tracks the hand interactions of the tracked user,
in means of hand grips and releases.

https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_facetracking_manager.html
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_interaction_input_module.html
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
GUI Hand Cursor The image that may be used to show the hand-moved cursor on the screen or not. The

sprite textures below need to be set too.
Grip Hand Texture Hand-cursor sprite texture, for the hand-grip state.
Release Hand Texture Hand-cursor sprite texture, for the hand-release state.
Normal Hand Texture Hand-cursor sprite texture, for the non-tracked state.
Hand Overlay Cursor Whether the cursor should overlay user's hand on screen or not.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor for cursor movement.
Allow Hand Clicks Whether the hand clicks (i.e. hand staying in place for ~2 seconds) are enabled or not.
Allow Push-to-Click Whether the hand pushes need to be considered as clicks or not.
Control Mouse Cursor Whether the hand cursor and interactions control the mouse cursor or not.
Control Mouse Drag Whether the hand grips and releases control mouse dragging or not.
Interaction Listeners List of the interaction listeners in the scene. If the list is empty, the available interaction

listeners will be detected at scene start up.
Debug Text GUI-Text to display the interaction-manager debug messages.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Kinect Gestures

KinectGestures is the component that manages and detects all programmatic gestures, performed by the tracked
users. If you have one or more gesture listeners in the scene, don't forget to add the KinectGestures-component too,
in order to detect the user gestures.

Property: Description:

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Kinect Manager

KinectManager is the main and the most basic Kinect-related component. It controls the sensor and polls the data
streams. All other components rely on the data provided by the KinectManager-component.

https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_interaction_manager.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_kinect_gestures.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Property: Description:
Sensor Height How high above the ground is the sensor, in meters.
Sensor Angle Kinect elevation angle (in degrees). May be positive or negative.
Auto Height Angle Whether to automatically set the sensor height and angle. The user must stay in front of

the sensor, in order the automatic detection to work.
Compute User Map Whether and how to utilize the user and depth images.
Compute Color Map Whether to utilize the color camera image.
Compute Infrared Map Whether to utilize the IR camera image.
Display User Map Whether to display the user map on the screen.
Display Color Map Whether to display the color camera image on the screen.
Display Skeleton Lines Whether to display skeleton lines over the the user map.
Display Maps Width
Percent

Depth and color image width on the screen, as percent of the screen width. The image
height is calculated depending on the width.

Use Multi Source
Reader

Whether to use the multi-source reader, if one is available (K2-only feature).

Min User Distance Minimum distance to a user, in order to be considered for skeleton data processing.
Max User Distance Maximum distance to a user, in order to be considered for skeleton data processing. Value

of 0 means no maximum distance limitation.
Max Left Right
Distance

Maximum left or right distance to a user, in order to be considered for skeleton data
processing. Value of 0 means no left/right distance limitation.

Max Tracked Users Maximum number of users, which may be tracked simultaneously.
Show Tracked Users
Only

Whether to display the tracked users within the allowed distance only, or all users (higher
fps).

User Detection Order How to assign users to player indices - by order of appearance, distance or left-to-right.
Ignore Inferred Joints Whether to utilize only the really tracked joints (and ignore the inferred ones) or not.
Ignore Z-Coordinates Whether to ignore the Z-coordinates of the joints (i.e. to use them in 2D-scenes) or not.
Late Update Avatars Whether to update the AvatarControllers in LateUpdate(), instead of in Update(). Needed

for Mecanim animation blending.
Skip Remote Avatars Whether to skip the remote avatar controllers in multiplayer games.
Smoothing Set of joint smoothing parameters.
Use Bone Orientation
Constraints

Whether to apply the bone orientation constraints.

Estimate Joint
Velocities

Whether to estimate the body joints velocities.

Velocity Smoothing Set of joint velocity smoothing parameters.
Allow Turn-Arounds Whether to allow detection of body turn-arounds or not.
Allowed Hand
Rotations

Allowed wrist and hand rotations: None - no hand rotations are allowed, Default - hand
rotations are allowed except for the twists, All - all rotations are allowed.
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Wait-Time Before
Remove

Wait-time in seconds, before a lost user gets removed. This is to prevent sporadical user
switches.

Avatar Controllers List of the avatar controllers in the scene. If the list is empty, the available avatar
controllers are detected at the scene start up.

Player Calibration PoseCalibration pose required, to turn on the tracking of respective player.
Player Common
Gestures

List of common gestures, to be detected for each player.

Min-Time Between
Gestures

Minimum time between gesture detections (in seconds).

Gesture Manager Gesture manager, used to detect programmatic Kinect gestures.
Gesture Listeners List of the gesture listeners in the scene. If the list is empty, the available gesture listeners

will be detected at the scene start up.
Calibration Text GUI-Text to display user detection messages.
Gestures Debug Text GUI-Text to display debug messages for the currently tracked gestures.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Kinect Recorder Player

KinectRecorderPlayer is a component that provides API to record and replay previously recorded body-frame data
files.

Property: Description:
File Path Path to the file used to record or replay the recorded data.
Info Text GUI-Text to display information messages.
Play at Start Whether to start playing the recorded data, right after the scene start.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy CHM and documentation editor

Portrait Background

PortraitBackground is component that, when added to color background image and enabled, sets it to display in
portrait mode (9:16 instead of 16:9). The aspect ratio of the game view should be changed as well, to 9:16 for Kinect-
v2 or 3:4 for Kinect-v1.

Property: Description:

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Speech Manager

SpeechManager is the component that controls the Kinect speech recognition, provides the needed API to check for

https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_kinect_manager.html
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_kinect_recorder_player.html
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_portrait_background.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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the detected voice commands, and invokes the available speech listeners in the scene, when a voice command gets
recognized.

Property: Description:
Grammar File Name File name of the grammar file, used by the speech recognizer. The file will be copied from

Resources, if it does not exist.
Dynamic Grammar Whether the grammar is dynamic or static. Dynamic grammars allow adding phrases at

run-time.
Language Code Code of the language, used by the speech recognizer. Default is English (1033). The list of

language codes can be found here (see ‘LCID Decimalʼ).
Required Confidence Minimum confidence required, to consider a phrase as recognized. Confidence varies

between 0.0 and 1.0.
Speech Recognition
Listeners

List of the speech recognition listeners in the scene. If the list is empty, the available
gesture listeners will be detected at the scene start up.

Debug Text GUI-Text to display the speech-manager debug messages.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

Visual Gesture Manager

VisualGestureManager is the component that controls the detection of the visual (VGB) gestures. It invokes the
available visual gesture listeners in the scene, when a visual gesture gets detected.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Gesture Database File name of the VG database, used by the visual gesture recognizer. The file will be

copied from Resources, if does not exist.
Gesture Names List of the tracked visual gestures. If left empty, all gestures found in the database will be

tracked.
Min Confidence Minimum confidence required, to consider discrete gestures as completed. The confidence

varies between 0.0 and 1.0.
Visual Gesture
Listeners

List of the visual gesture listeners in the scene. If the list is empty, the available gesture
listeners will be detected at the scene start up.

Debug Text GUI-Text to display the VG-manager debug messages.

See also the documentation regarding the public API of this component.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

Demo-Specific Script Components

In this section are the descriptions of the demo-specific components. They are grouped in the respective demo-scene
folders. You can find each demo-specific script component in the Scripts-subfolder of the respective demo-group

http://www.science.co.il/Language/Locale-codes.php
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_speech_manager.html
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://ratemt.com/k2gpapi/class_visual_gesture_manager.html
https://www.helpndoc.com
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folder.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Avatars Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the avatar specific demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Qt Help files

Camera Pitch Corrector

CameraPitchCorrector is component of the MainCamera-game object in KinectAvatarsDemo2-scene. In this scene
the main camera is child of the avatar's Neck-joint. The purpose of CameraPitchCorrector is to avoid the unwanted
pitch rotations of the camera, that make the 1st-person-view picture on screen more shaky than needed.

Property: Description:
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for the camera re-orientation.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

Offset Node Mover

OffsetNodeMover is component of the OffsetNode-game object in KinectAvatarsDemo3-scene. As it name suggest,
this component reacts to user's input and moves the offset-node (i.e. the cube the avatar sits on) in X- and Z-
directions. The avatar moves as well, relative to its offset node (the cube in the scene).

Property: Description:
Move Speed Speed at which the offset node will move through the scene.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for offset node movements.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free iPhone documentation generator

Background-Removal Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the background-removal specific demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Foreground Blender

ForegroundBlender is component of the MainCamera-game object in KinectBackgroundRemoval3-scene. It blends
the images rendered by the background cameras (layer1 and layer2), with the image rendered by the main camera.

https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Property: Description:
Background Texture Background texture that will be rendered 'behind' the detected users.
Flip Texture X Whether to flip the background texture on X.
Flip Texture Y Whether to flip the background texture on Y.
Swap Textures Whether to swap the background and foreground.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Foreground To Image

ForegroundToImage is component of the BackgroundImage2-game object in KinectBackgroundRemoval2-scene. It
sets the foreground texture, i.e. the color user image rendered by the BackgroundRemovalManager, as GUI texture
of the object it is assign to (BackgroundImage2 in this case).

Property: Description:

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy CHM and documentation editor

Foreground To Renderer

ForegroundToImage is component of the UserImage-game object in KinectBackgroundRemoval5-scene. It sets the
foreground texture, i.e. the color user image rendered by the BackgroundRemovalManager, as material texture of the
object it is assign to (UserImage in this case).

Property: Description:

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

User Plane Mover

UserPlaneMover is component of the UserImage-game object in KinectBackgroundRemoval5-scene. It is used to
move the object it is assigned to (UserImage in this case), according to the specified user's movements in front of the
sensor.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 - the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd player, etc.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for the transform movement.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

Collider Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the collider specific demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Depth Image Viewer

DepthImageViewer is component of the KinectController-game object in DepthColliderDemo3D-scene. It displays the
user image as GUI-texture on screen, and places the specified user's joint and bone colliders (as sphere and capsule
colliders) in the scene, according to this image.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Foreground Camera Camera used to estimate the overlay positions of 3D-objects over the background. By

default it is the main camera.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Depth Sprite Viewer

DepthSpriteViewer is component of the KinectController-game object in DepthColliderDemo2D-scene. It displays the
user image as sprite of the specified depth image, and places the specified user's joint and bone colliders (as sphere
and capsule colliders) in the scene, according to user's image.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Foreground Camera Camera used to estimate the overlay positions of 3D-objects over the background. By

default it is the main camera.
Depth Image Depth image renderer.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1 single source

Egg Spawner

EggSpawner is component of the BallSpawner-game object in DepthColliderDemo2D-scene, as well as the
EggSpawner-game object in DepthColliderDemo3D-scene. It spawns the specified prefab (balls or eggs) regularly,
over the current position of the specified user.

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Egg Prefab Prefab (model and components) used to instantiate eggs in the scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator

Hand Color Overlayer

HandColorOverlayer is component of the KinectController-game object in ColorColliderDemo-scene. It displays the
color camera image on background, and overlays the specified game objects over the background.

Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed on the scene background.
Foreground Camera Camera used to estimate the overlay positions of 3D-objects over the background. By

default it is the main camera.
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Left Hand Overlay Game object used to overlay the left hand.
Right Hand Overlay Game object used to overlay the left hand.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Jump Trigger

JumpTrigger is component of the jumper1 to jumper5-game objects in ColorColliderDemo-scene. It detects collision
of the game object it is assigned to, and plays the animation and audio source (components of the same object).

Property: Description:

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Face-Tracking Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the face-tracking specific demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: News and information about help authoring tools and software

Model Face Controller

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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ModelFaceController is component of the FaceRigged-game object in KinectFaceTrackingDemo4-scene. It animates
the rigged face, according to the face shape animation units, provided by Kinect SDK via the FacetrackingManager.

Property: Description:
Head Transform Transform of the joint, used to move and rotate the head.
Mirrored Head
Movement

Whether the model's head is facing the player or not.

Foreground Camera Camera used to estimate the overlay position of the head over the background.
Vertical Offset Vertical offset of the model above the head position.
Model Scale Factor Scale factor for the head model.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for head movement and head-joint rotations.
Upper Lip Left Left upper lip transform.
Upper Lip Left Axis Left upper lip axis of rotation.
Upper Lip Left Up Maximum up-value for the left upper lip, down-value is the opposite one.
Upper Lip Right Right upper lip transform.
Upper Lip Right Axis Right upper lip axis of rotation.
Upper Lip Right Up Maximum up-value for the right upper lip, down-value is the opposite one.
Jaw Jaw (mouth) transform.
Jaw Axis Jaw axis of rotation.
Jaw Down Maximum down-value for the jaw, up-value is the opposite one.
Lip Left Left lip transform.
Lip Left Axis Left lip axis of rotation.
Lip Left Stretched Maximum stretched-value for the left lip, rounded-value is the opposite one.
Lip Right Right lip transform.
Lip Right Axis Right lip axis of rotation.
Lip Right Stretched Maximum stretched-value for the right lip, rounded-value is the opposite one.
Eyebrow Left Left eyebrow transform.
Eyebrow Left Axis Left eyebrow axis of rotation.
Eyebrow Left Lowered Maximum lowered-value for the left eyebrow, raised-value is the opposite one.
Eyebrow Right Right eyebrow transform.
Eyebrow Right Axis Right eyebrow axis of rotation.
Eyebrow Right
Lowered

Maximum lowered-value for the right eyebrow, raised-value is the opposite one.
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Lip Corner Left Left lip-corner transform.
Lip Corner Left Axis Left lip-corner axis of rotation.
Lip Corner Left
Depressed

Maximum depressed-value for the left lip-corner, smile-value is the opposite one.

Lip Corner Right Right lip-corner transform.
Lip Corner Right Axis Right lip-corner axis of rotation.
Lip Corner Right
Depressed

Maximum depressed-value for the right lip-corner, smile-value is the opposite one.

Upper Eyelid Left Left upper eyelid transform.
Upper Eyelid Left Axis Left upper eyelid axis of rotation.
Upper Eyelid Left
Lowered

Maximum lowered-value for the left upper eyelid, raised-value is the opposite one.

Upper Eyelid Right Right upper eyelid transform.
Upper Eyelid Right
Axis

Right upper eyelid axis of rotation.

Upper Eyelid Right
Lowered

Maximum lowered-value for the right upper eyelid, raised-value is the opposite one.

Lower Eyelid Left Left lower eyelid transform.
Lower Eyelid Left Axis Left lower eyelid axis of rotation.
Lower Eyelid Left
Raised

Maximum raised-value for the left lower eyelid, lowered-value is the opposite one.

Lower Eyelid Right Right lower eyelid transform.
Lower Eyelid Right
Axis

Right lower eyelid axis of rotation.

Lower Eyelid Right
Raised

Maximum raised-value for the right lower eyelid, lowered-value is the opposite one.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Model Hat Controller

ModelHatController is component of the VikingHat-game object in KinectFaceTrackingDemo2-scene. It overlays the
game objects it is attached to over the color-camera background.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Foreground Camera Camera used to estimate the overlay positions of 3D-objects over the background.
Vertical Offset Vertical offset of the hat above the head position (in meters).
Model Scale Factor Scale factor for the hat model.
Smooth Factor
Rotation

Smooth factor used for hat-model rotation.

Smooth Factor
Movement

Smooth factor used for hat-model movement.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Set Background Image

(Deprecated - change it with BackgroundColorImage.)

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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SetBackgroundImage is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectFaceTrackingDemo1,
KinectFaceTrackingDemo2 and KinectFaceTrackingDemo4-scene. It displays the color-camera feed on background,
and optionally changes the foreground camera FOV to match the sensor's color camera FOV.

Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed on the scene background.
Foreground Camera Camera that will be set-up to display 3D-models with the sensor FOV.
Adjusted Camera
Offset

Use this setting to minimize the offset between the background image and model overlay.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create cross-platform Qt Help files

Set Face Texture

SetFaceTexture is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectFaceTrackingDemo3-scene. It sets the
user's face image (with background removed) as material texture of the specified game object.

Property: Description:
Face Width Face rectangle width in meters.
Face Height Face rectangle height in meters.
Target Object Game object used to display the face texture.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

Fitting-Room Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the fitting room specific demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Cloud Face Scripts

See below the short descriptions of script components used for age and gender detection, based on user's face-
recognition in the cloud.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

Cloud Face Detector

CloudFaceDetector is component of the CloudFaceController-game object in KinectFittingRoom1-scene. It detects
age, gender and smile status of the specified user and calls the UserFaceDetected()-method of the available cloud-
face listeners.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com
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Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Info Text GUI-text used for information messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce electronic books easily

Cloud Face Manager

CloudFaceManager is component of the CloudFaceController-game object in KinectFittingRoom1-scene. It provides
functions for face, age, gender and smile status detection, by utilizing the Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services.

Property: Description:
Face Subscription Key Subscription key for Face API. Go to https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-

us/face-api to get one

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub and documentation generator

Category Selector

CategorySelector is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectFittingRoom1-scene. It filters the
available model selectors (categories) in order to match the gender and age of the detected user, allows model
change in the active category with hand swipes (left or right), and changes the category when a hand-raise (left-hand
or right-hand) is detected.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Swipe to Change ModelWhether to use swipe-left and swipe-right gestures to change the clothing model in the

active category.
Raise Hand to Change
Category

Whether to use left and right hand-raise gestures to change the model category.

Detect Gender & Age Whether to detect user's gender and age, in order to select the suitable model categories.
Info Text GUI-Text used to display information messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

Model Selector

ModelSelector is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectFittingRoom1-scene. It locates the

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-us/face-api
https://www.microsoft.com/cognitive-services/en-us/face-api
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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available models for the category, creates the category menu and instantiates the currently selected clothing model.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Model Category The model category. Used for model discovery and title of the category menu.
Number of Models Total number of the available clothing models.
Dressing Menu Reference to the dresing menu.
Dressing Item Prefab Reference to the dresing menu-item prefab.
Model Relative to
Camera

Makes the initial model position relative to this camera, to be equal to the player's position,
relative to the sensor.

Foreground Camera Camera used to estimate the overlay position of the model over the background.
Keep Selected Model Whether to keep the selected model, when the model category gets changed.
Continuous Scaling Whether the scale is updated continuously or just once, after the calibration pose.
Body Scale Factor Full body scale factor (incl. height, arms and legs) that might be used for fine tuning of

body-scale.
Body Width Factor Body width scale factor that might be used for fine tuning of the width scale. If set to 0, the

body-scale factor will be used for the width, too.
Arm Scale Factor Additional scale factor for arms that might be used for fine tuning of arm-scale.
Leg Scale Factor Additional scale factor for legs that might be used for fine tuning of leg-scale.
Vertical Offset Vertical offset of the avatar with respect to the position of user's spine-base.
Forward Offset Forward (Z) offset of the avatar with respect to the position of user's spine-base.
Model Gender Gender filter of this model selector.
Minimum Age Minimum age filter of this model selector.
Maximum Age Maximum age filter of this model selector.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create HTML Help documents

Overlay Controller

OverlayController is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectFittingRoom1- and KinectFittingRoom2-
scene. It displays the color camera feed on the background, as well as positions and orients the cameras to match
the sensor's point of view.

Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed on the scene background.
Background Camera Camera used to display the background image from the Kinect point of view.
Foreground Camera Camera used to display the clothing models from the Kinect point of view.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub and documentation generator

User Body Blender

UserBodyBlender is component of the MainCamera-game object in KinectFittingRoom1-scene. As its name
suggests, it blends the user's image with the overlaying clothing model. For instance, if the user's arm is in front of
the model, the user's arm is visible. Otherwise the model is visible.

Property: Description:
Depth Threshold Allowed depth distance between the user and the clothing model, in meters.
Background Camera Camera used to render the scene background. The background camera gets disabled,

when this component is enabled.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

Gestures Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the gestures-specific demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Single source CHM, PDF, DOC and HTML Help creation

Cube Gesture Listener

CubeGestureListener is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectGesturesDemo1-scene. It checks
for discrete gestures, configured to control the presentation cube in the scene. The discrete gestures used in this
scene are SwipeLeft, SwipeRight and SwipeUp. The gesture detection is done by the KinectGestures-component in
the scene.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Gesture Info GUI-Text to display gesture-listener messages and gesture information.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring tool

Cube Presentation Script

CubePresentationScript is component of the PresentationCube-game object in KinectGesturesDemo1-scene. It
checks for discrete gestures, detected in CubeGestureListener, and uses them to control the presentation cube in
the scene. The discrete gestures used in this scene are SwipeLeft, SwipeRight and SwipeUp.

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Property: Description:
Screen Camera Camera used for screen-to-world calculations. This is usually the main camera.
Slide Change with
Gestures

Whether the presentation slides may be changed with gestures (SwipeLeft, SwipeRight &
SwipeUp).

Slide Change with
Keys

Whether the presentation slides may be changed with keys (PgDown & PgUp).

Spin Speed Speed of rotation, when the presentation cube spins.
Slide Textures List of the presentation slides.
Cube Sides List of the side planes, comprising the presentation cube.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Model Gesture Listener

ModelGestureListener is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectGesturesDemo2-scene. It checks
for continuous gestures, configured to control the 3d-model in the scene. The continuous gestures used in this scene
are ZoomOut, ZoomIn and Wheel. The gesture detection is done by the KinectGestures-component in the scene.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Gesture Info GUI-Text to display gesture-listener messages and gesture information.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EBook and documentation generator

Model Presentation Script

ModelPresentationScript is component of the PresentationModel-game object in KinectGesturesDemo2-scene. It
checks for continuous gestures, detected in ModelGestureListener, and uses them to control the 3d-model in the
scene. The continuous gestures used in this scene are ZoomOut, ZoomIn and Wheel.

Property: Description:
Screen Camera Camera used for screen-to-world calculations. This is usually the main camera.
Spin Speed Speed of rotation, when the presentation model spins.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate EPub eBooks with ease

Interaction Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the hand-interaction specific demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free HTML Help documentation generator

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.helpndoc.com
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Grab Drop Script

GrabDropScript is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectInteractionDemo1-scene. It uses the
detected hand-interactions to control the "draggable" objects in the scene. An object is dragged when the user's
hand is gripped over the object, and dropped when the user's hand is released. The hand interactions are detected
by the InteractionManager - component of KinectController, as well.

Property: Description:
Draggable Objects List of the objects that may be dragged and dropped.
Selected Object
Material

Material used to outline the currently selected object.

Drag Speed Drag speed of the selected object.
Min Z Minimum Z-position of the dragged object, when moving forward and back.
Max Z Maximum Z-position of the dragged object, when moving forward and back.
Use Gravity Whether the objects obey gravity when released, or not.
Reset Objects Whether the objects should be put in their original positions.
Screen Camera Camera used for screen ray-casting. This is usually the main camera.
Info Gui Text GUI-Text used to display information messages.
Interaction Manager Interaction manager instance, used to detect hand interactions. If left empty, it will be the

first interaction manager found in the scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

Grab Rotate Script

GrabRotateScript is component of the HandleObject-game object in KinectInteractionDemo2-scene. It uses the
detected hand-interactions to rotate the HandleObject around its center. This may be useful, to look at all sides of a
model.The hand interactions are detected by the InteractionManager - component of KinectController, as well.

Property: Description:
Selected Object
Material

Material used to outline the object when selected.

Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for object rotation.
Screen Camera Camera used for screen ray-casting. This is usually the main camera.
Info Gui Text GUI-Text used to display information messages.
Interaction Manager Interaction manager instance, used to detect hand interactions. If left empty, it will be the

first interaction manager found in the scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create cross-platform Qt Help files

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Movie-Sequence Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the movie-sequence demo scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate EPub eBooks with ease

User Movie Sequence

UserMovieSequence is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectMovieDemo-scene. It displays a
texture from the FrameTextures-list, corresponding to the user's position in front of the sensor. This may be used in
interactive ad setups. 

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Limit Left Right How far left or right from the camera may be the user, in meters.
Movie Gui Texture GUI texture to display the movie frames.
Frame Textures List of frames in the movie sequence.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for frame interpolation.
Current Frame Current frame number (as estimated).
Status Text GUI-Text to display status messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Overlay Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the overlay demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

Hand Overlayer

HandOverlayer is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectOverlayDemo3-scene. It controls the
position of the hand cursor on screen, to overlay the user's hand in background. It controls the cursor texture too, to
match the user's hand state - gripped or released. The hand states are reported by the InteractionManager-
component in the scene.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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- the 3rd one, etc.
Is Left Handed Whether the player's left hand should be tracked, or the right hand.
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed on the scene background.
Grip Hand Texture Hand-cursor texture for the hand-grip state.
Release Hand Texture Hand-cursor texture for the hand-release state.
Normal Hand Texture Hand-cursor texture for the non-tracked state.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor for cursor movement.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

Joint Overlayer

JointOverlayer is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectOverlayDemo1-scene. It displays the given
overlay-object over the given user joint, in the camera feed on scene background.

Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed on the scene background.
Foreground Camera Camera that will be used to overlay the 3D-objects over the background.
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Tracked Joint Kinect joint that is going to be overlayed.
Overlay Object Game object used to overlay the joint.
Smooth Factor Smoothing factor used for joint rotation.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring tool

Line Painter

Line is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectOverlayDemo3-scene. It draws lines, according to
the positions of the hand cursor, when user's hand is in grip state. The hand cursor position and hand state are
reported by the HandOverlayer-component in the same scene.

Property: Description:
Line Prefab Line renderer used for the line drawing.
Info Text GUI-Text to display information messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub and documentation generator

Photo Booth Controller

PhotoBoothController is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectPhotoBooth-scene. It controls the
display of body part overlays, over the tracked user in the camera feed, on scene background. The scene uses
multiple JointOverlayer-components to overlay the user body parts with the currently selected masks,

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com
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KinectGestures-component to detect swipe-gestures, InteractionManager-component to detect hand grips and
releases, and the PhotoShooter-component to make screen shots.

Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed on the scene background.
Background Camera Camera used to render the background.
Foreground Camera Camera used to overlay the 3D-objects over the background.
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Head Overlayer Reference to the head joint-overlayer component.
Left Hand Overlayer Reference to the left hand joint-overlayer component.
Chest Overlayer Reference to the chest joint-overlayer component.
Head Masks Array of sprite transforms that will be used for head overlays on each step.
Left Hand Masks Array of sprite transforms that will be used for left hand overlays on each step.
Chest Masks Array of sprite transforms that will be used for chest overlays on each step.
Info Text GUI-Text used to display information messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

Photo Shooter

PhotoShooter is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectPhotoBooth-scene. It is called by the
PhotoBoothController-component in the scene, to make screen shots.

Property: Description:
Background Camera Camera used to render the background.
Foreground Camera Camera used to overlay the 3D-objects over the background.
Countdown Array of sprite transforms that will be used for displaying the countdown until image shot.
Info Text GUI-Text used to display information messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Skeleton Overlayer

SkeletonOverlayer is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectOverlayDemo2-scene. It displays the
skeleton overlays (joint objects and bone lines) over the tracked user skeleton in the camera feed, on scene
background.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com
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Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the color camera feed on the scene background.
Foreground Camera Camera that will be used to overlay the 3D-objects over the background.
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Joint Prefab Game object used to overlay the joints.
Line Prefab Line object used to overlay the bones.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

Physics Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the physics demo scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Ball Controller

BallController is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectPhysicsDemo-scene. It controls the ball
state and physics in the scene, when the ball gets thrown to the barrel.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Ball Object The ball game object.
Min Throw Distance Minimum movement distance, used to consider the ball being thrown.
Time Throw Limit Maximum time in seconds, used to consider the ball being thrown.
Velocity Scale Velocity scale.
Info Text GUI-Text to display information messages.
Current State Current state of the ball.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EPub and documentation editor

Barrel Trigger

BarrelTigger is component of the Barrel/BarrelTrigger-game object in KinectPhysicsDemo-scene. It detects collider-
trigger events, when the barrel is being hit by the ball.

Property: Description:

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Projector Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the projector demo scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Projector Camera

ProjectorCamera is component of the MainCamera-game object in KinectProjectorDemo-scene. It sets up the main
camera to match the projector's point of view in the room setup. The projector camera intrinsics are loaded from the
calibration xml-file, generated by the ProCamCalibration-tool of RoomAliveToolkit. Please see this tip on how to
create and set-up the calibration xml for your setup.

Property: Description:
Calibration Xml XML file in Resources, containing calibration data.
Proj Name in Config Projector name in the RoomAlive calibration file.
Use Projector Display Whether to set the camera's target display to be the same, as in the RoomAlive calibration

file.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Kindle producer

Skeleton Projection

SkeletonProjection is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectProjectorDemo-scene. It displays the
tracked user's skeleton. In combination with the ProjectorCamera-component of the MainCamera in the scene, this
means the displayed skeleton should overlay correctly the tracked user in front of the sensor.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Flip Left Right Whether to flip left and right, relative to the sensor.
Joint Prefab Game object used to overlay the joints.
Line Prefab Line object used to overlay the bones.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Recorder Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the recorder & player demo scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring environment

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://github.com/Microsoft/RoomAliveToolkit/tree/master/ProCamCalibration
https://rfilkov.com/2015/01/25/kinect-v2-tips-tricks-examples/#t34
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Kinect Player Controller

KinectPlayerController is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectRecorderDemo-scene. It
processes the voice commands, detected by the SpeechManager in the scene, or the key presses, and invokes the
respective methods of the KinectRecorderPlayer-component.

Property: Description:

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free CHM Help documentation generator

Player Detector Controller

PlayerDetectorController may be used in combination with the KinectRecorderPlayer-component in the scene. In
case there are no users around, it starts re-playing the last recorded body-frame animation. When a new user gets
detected, the replay is stopped.

Property: Description:
User Lost Max Time The time in seconds after the last user is lost, when the recorded body-animation should

start playing,

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create HTML Help, DOC, PDF and print manuals from 1 single source

Speech-Recognition Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the speech-recognition demo scene.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free CHM Help documentation generator

Bot Control Script

BotControlScript is component of the Robot-game object in KinectSpeechRecognition-scene. It processes the voice
commands, detected by the SpeechManager in the scene, and applies them to the robot's animation controller.

Property: Description:
Anim Speed Overall animation speed.
Use Curves Whether to use the extra curves for animation or not.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Documentation generator

Game Control Script

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com
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GameControlScript is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectSpeechRecognition-scene. It creates
the fence around the game area and displays the list with available audio commands.

Property: Description:
Crate Prefab Prefab used to create the scene fence.
Gui Window Rect GUI-Window rectangle in screen coordinates (pixels).
Gui Skin GUI-Window skin (optional).

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create cross-platform Qt Help files

Third Person Camera

ThirdPersonCamera is component of the Main Camera-game object in KinectSpeechRecognition-scene. It  moves
the main camera in the scene to follow the robot, as a third person camera.

Property: Description:
Smooth Smoothing factor of camera motion.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free iPhone documentation generator

Various Demos

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the 'various' demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Hand Object Checker

HandObjectChecker is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectHandObjectChecker-scene. It checks
whether there is an object in user's left or right hand or not, according to the settings below.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Max Hv Distance to
Hand

Maximum distance in horizontal & vertical directions from the hand center, in meters, to be
tracked for an object.

Max Z Distance to Joint Maximum distance in depth from the hand center, in meters, to be tracked for an object.
Fill Threshold Minimum fill ratio of the tracked depth area, to be considered as a valid object.
Status Text GUI-Text to display status messages.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Height Estimator

HeightEstimator is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectHeightEstimator-scene. It estimates and
displays the user height, as well as some body-parts' widths. It utilizes the estimations made by the BodySlicer-
component in the scene.

Property: Description:
Background Image GUI-texture used to display the tracked users on scene background.
Smooth Factor Smoothing factor used for height estimation.
Status Text GUI-Text used to display status messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create CHM Help documents

Kinect Audio Tracker

KinectAudioTracker is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectAudioTracker-scene. It estimates the
audio beam angle and its confidence, if audio or voice is detected. The audio beam angle is reported with respect to
the sensor. It may be negative or positive.

Property: Description:
Status Text GUI-Text to display status messages.
Beam Angle Deg Last observed audio beam angle in degrees, in the range [-180, +180]
Beam Angle
Confidence

Last observed audio beam angle confidence, in the range [0, 1]

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

Pose Detector Script

PoseDetectorScript is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectPoseDetector-scene. It calculates the
angle differences between the selected joints (and respective bones) of the model and the user, and determines if the
required model pose is matched or not.

Property: Description:
Avatar Model User avatar model, who needs to reach the target pose.
Pose Model Model in pose that need to be reached by the user.
Pose Joints List of joints to compare.

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Match Threshold Threshold, above which we consider the pose is matched.
Info Text GUI-Text to display information messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Pose Model Helper

PoseModelHelper is component of the U_CharacterPose and U_CharacterSelf-game objects in KinectPoseDetector-
scene. It provides methods to access the bone transforms of the respective humanoid model.

Property: Description:

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

Simple Holographic Camera

SimpleHolographicCamera is component of the MainCamera-game object in KinectHolographicViewer-scene. It
emulates a 3D holographic display based on the viewer's position. Courtesy of Davy Loots (@davloots).

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Screen Center Pos The position of display center, in Kinect world coordinates, in meters.
Screen Width Width of the display in meters.
Screen Height Height of the display in meters.
Max User Distance Maximum distance from the user to the display wall, in meters.
Status Text GUI-Text to display status messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free HTML Help documentation generator

Visualizer Demo

See below the short descriptions of script components, used by the visualizer demo scenes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Ball Mover

BallMover is component of the BallPrefab and CubePrefab in Materials-folder. Its only purpose is to destroy the game
object, if it falls out of the ground plane.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Property: Description:

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free CHM Help documentation generator

Ball Spawner

BallSpawner is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectUserVisualizer-scene. It spawns balls or
cubes at regular intervals, randomly around the user. The component is disabled by default.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 means the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd one, 2

- the 3rd one, etc.
Ball Prefab Prefab used to instantiate balls in the scene.
Cube Prefab Prefab used to instantiate cubes in the scene.
Number of Objects How many objects do we want to spawn.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Mouse Point Overlayer

MousePointOverlayer is component of the KinectController-game object in KinectSceneVisualizer-scene. If the user
clicks a point on screen, this component overlays the given object at the given 3d position in space.

Property: Description:
Wait for Click Whether to wait for mouse click or not.
Overlay Object Game object used to overlay the mouse pointed position.
Foreground Camera Camera used to convert the screen point to world point.
Info Text GUI-Text used to display information messages.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Scene Mesh Visualizer

SceneMeshVisualizer is component of the SceneMesh-game object in KinectSceneVisualizer-scene. It converts the
depth and color camera images to a single scene mesh, and overlays it over the real environment on background.
You can use different mesh materials and shaders, to render the 3d-scene environment as to your liking.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Property: Description:
Min Distance Minimum tracked distance from the sensor, in meters.
Max Distance Maximum tracked distance from the sensor, in meters.
Max Left Right Maximum left and right distance from the sensor, in meters.
Include Players Whether to include the detected players to the scene mesh or not.
Update Mesh Interval Time interval between scene mesh updates, in seconds.
Update When No
Players

Whether to update the mesh, only when there are no players detected.

Foreground Camera Camera used to overlay the mesh over the color background.
Update Mesh Collider Whether to update the mesh collider as well, when the user mesh changes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create iPhone web-based documentation

User Mesh Visualizer

UserMeshVisualizer is component of the UserMesh-game object in KinectUserVisualizer-scene. It uses the depth and
color camera images, to create a 3d-mesh of the user(s), and overlays it over the real environment on background.
There is a constant in the script called 'sampleSize', equal to 2 by default. If you change it to 1, you will get a more
detailed 3d-mesh of the users(s), but be aware Unity meshes have a 64K vertex limit, hence mesh errors are
possible.

Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. -1 means all players, 0 - the 1st player

only, 1 - the 2nd player only, etc.
Mirrored Movement Whether the mesh is facing the player or not.
Origin Position Kinect position in the world, used as origin for user movements.
Inverted Z Movement Whether the z-movement should be inverted or not.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for user movements.
Foreground Camera Camera used to overlay the mesh over the color background.
Update Mesh Collider Whether to update the mesh collider as well, when the user mesh changes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

User Hand Visualizer

UserHandVisualizer may be used as alternative of the UserMeshVisualizer-component in KinectUserVisualizer-scene.
It uses the depth and color camera images, to create a 3d-mesh of the user hands only, and then overlays it over the
real environment on background. You may use this script as a template, to create 3d visualizers for other parts of the
user body.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Property: Description:
Player Index Index of the player, tracked by this component. 0 - the 1st player, 1 - the 2nd player, 2 -

the 3rd player, etc
Mirrored Movement Whether the mesh is facing the player or not.
Origin Position Kinect position in the world, used as origin for user movements.
Inverted Z Movement Whether the z-movement should be inverted or not.
Smooth Factor Smooth factor used for user movements.
Foreground Camera Camera used to overlay the mesh over the color background.
Update Mesh Collider Whether to update the mesh collider as well, when the user mesh changes.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EPub books

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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